We consider the dual BBGKY hierarchy for quasiobservables of manyparticle systems as a basis of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and give a complete description of the evolution of quasiobservables.
Introduction
In quantum mechanics and in quantum field theory the Heisenberg and the Schrödinger equations and representations are equally used and investigated. As it is known, in the Heisenberg representation, the observables (operators) depend on time and satisfy the Heisenberg equations while the states (wave functions) do not depend on time. In the Schrödinger representation the states depend on time and satisfy the Schrödinger equation while the observables do not depend on time. Both representations are equivalent in the following sense: the averages of the observables over states are equal in both representations and each representation can be obtained from the other representation.
In classical and quantum statistical mechanics the main attention has been paid to the analog of the Schrödinger representation. Namely, the states represented via the sequences of correlation functions have been investigated. As it is known, the sequences of correlation functions satisfy the BBGKY hierarchy and all attention has been paid to the investigation of this hierarchy.
Usually in nonequilibrium statistical mechanics, the physical meaning has been given to the averages of the observables that do not depend on time over states that depend on time or, which is the same, to the averages of the quasiobservables that do not depend on time over sequences of correlation functions that depend on time and are governed by the BBGKY hierarchy.
It can be shown that these averages are the same if the states or sequences of correlation functions do not depend on time and the observables or the quasiobservables depend on time. We show that the evolution of quasiobservables is governed by the corresponding dual hierarchy of equations to the BBGKY hierarchy that is in some sense adjoint to the BBGKY hierarchy.
The main aim of the paper is to introduce into nonequilibrium statistical mechanics a new conception of an analogy of the Heisenberg representation when quasiobservables and observables depend on time but sequences of correlation functions and states do not depend on time, to derive the corresponding evolution hierarchy of equations (dual BBGKY hierarchy) for quasiobservables depending on time and to investigate the solutions of the dual hierarchy. The BBGKY hierarchy for correlation functions can be derived from the dual hierarchy for quasiobservables and conversely [1, 5] .
Thus, in the paper we consider the dual hierarchy for quasiobservables as the basis of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and give a complete description of the evolution of quasiobservables. Another aim is to prove that for some quasiobservables there exist the averages over the sequences of correlation functions in the thermodynamic limit. In the paper the existence of this limit is proved only for one-dimensional systems of particles interacting through short-range potentials with hard cores. The general case will be investigated in a separate paper.
A few words about the construction of the paper. In section 2 we introduce two representations of nonequilibrium statistical mechanics -analogies of the Schrö-dinger and Heisenberg representations and derived the dual BBGKY hierarchy. The evolution operators for quasiobservables and correlation functions are expressed by compact and in some sense explicit formulae using an analogy of the creation and annihilation operators of quantum field theory. In section 3 we consider the dual BBGKY hierarchy as the basic equation for nonequilibrium statistical mechanics and prove the existence of its solution in some Banach space. We consider the iteration series and prove that it can be represented by the evolution operator obtained in section 2 as adjoint to the evolution operator for sequences of correlation functions. In section 4 we consider one-dimensional systems of particles interacting through short-range potentials with a hard core and prove that quasiobservables have a compact support in the configuration subspace if initial quasiobservables also have a compact support. We use the analogy of the conception of the interaction region introduced for the description of the evolution of sequences of correlation functions. Results obtained in section 4 are used to prove the existence of the average values of quasiobservables over sequences of correlation functions in the thermodynamic limit.
Evolution of quasiobservables and observables. The dual BBGKY hierarchy

Quasiobservables and observables
In this section we give a motivation of the conception of quasiobservables and corresponding observables of many-particle systems.
Consider the sequence of symmetrical continuous real functions defined on the phase space
where x is a point in the ν-dimensional phase space, x = (p, q) ∈ R ν × R ν , and p is momentum and q is the position of a particle. We say that functions g n (x 1 , . . . , x n ), n 0 are quasiobservables (g 0 is a number).
Let us associate with the sequence g of quasiobservables (2.1) the following sequence of observables
where
The function G n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) can be represented by a compact formula using the operator a + that is an analogy of the operator of the creation of a boson field. The operator a + is defined on the sequence of quasiobservables as follows
where sign i ∨ means that x i is omitted. It will be proved in section 3, that the operator a + is a bounded one ( a + 1) in the Banach space C consisting of sequences (2.1) with the norm
It is easy to check by direct calculation that
and for the sequence of observables G (2.2) one obtains the following compact formula
In the space of quasiobservables with norm (2. 
Evolution of observables and quasiobservables
We consider a nonequilibrium state defined as the following sequence
and D n 0, (x) n 0 is the initial state of a system. The operator S n (t) = S n t, (x) n is the evolution operator of an n-particle system
are solutions of the Hamiltonian equations with the initial data (x 1 , . . . , x n ).
The state D(t) has the following, identical to (2.10), representation
The rigorous definitions and properties of S n (t) and S(t) one can find in [1, 2] . We define the average of observable G (2.1) over state D(t) (2.10) according to the following formula
In the latter equality in (2.12) we used the Liouville theorem and suppose that the state D(t) is normalized, i.e.,
Now we introduce the following operator
The operator a is defined and bounded in the Banach space L of sequences of symmetrical integrable functions defined on the phase space
with the norm
The operator a is an analogy of the annihilation operator of a scalar boson field [1, 2] . We have a 1. There exist the operators e a , e −a (e a e −a = I) and it holds e ±a e.
The operators a + and a are adjoint in the following sense
As it is known, the sequence of correlation functions [1, 2] 
is defined through the sequence D(t) and conversely by formulae 
Finally, using (2.7), we obtain a desired formula
where the sequences
define an evolution of the quasiobservables g(t) and observables G(t) through the initial quasiobservables g and observables G
Let us compare formula (2.21) that define the evolution of quasiobservables with the formula that define the evolution of a sequence of correlation functions F (t).
From (2.17), (2.18) and (2.10 ′ ) we obtain
Comparing (2.21) and (2.22) we see that the evolution operator U D (t) of quasiobservables g(t) has the following representation
and the evolution operator U(t) of a sequence of correlation functions F (t) has the following representation
In some sense formulae (2.23) and (2.24) are the corresponding analogies of the Heisenberg and the Schrödinger representation in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory.
Thus, as in quantum mechanics and in quantum field theory we have two representations in classical statistical mechanics:
1) The analogy of the Schrödinger representation when quasiobservables and observables do not depend on time g = g(0), G = G(0) but the states D(t) and sequences of correlation functions F (t) depend on time
2) The analogy of the Heisenberg representation when quasiobservables and observables depend on time
but the states and sequences of correlation functions do not depend on time
Both representations are equivalent in the following sense
The dual BBGKY hierarchy for quasiobservables
Now we obtain from (2.21), (2.22) the equations that determine the evolution in time of quasiobservables, observables and sequences of the correlation functions, states. They are the analogy of the Heisenberg and the Schrödinger equations correspondingly. We consider systems of identical particles with unit mass interacting through pair potential φ.
It will be rigorously shown in section 3 that from formula (2.21) one can obtain the following evolution equation for quasiobservables g(t)
or in componentwise form
where the angular brackets . , . mean the scalar product of vectors. We will say that the chain of equations (2.28) are the dual BBGKY hierarchy for quasiobservables. The dual BBGKY hierarchy (2.28) can also be obtained from the BBGKY hierarchy for the sequence of correlation functions F (t) and conversely if one differentiates equalities (2.2) with respect to time
Justification of (2.28)-(2.30) can be found in books [1, 2] . It is easy to check that operators L D and L B are adjoint to each other in the following sense
For observables G(t) and states D(t) we have the equations
Here LG(t) n = L n G n (t) = {H n , G n (t)} is the Poisson bracket with the Hamiltonian H n of the subsystem of n particles (of unit mass) interacting through the pair potential φ
In the next section we consider the dual hierarchy (2.28) independently of the BBGKY hierarchy, we prove the existence theorem in some Banach space and construct a corresponding evolution operator U D (t) that coincides with operator (2.23). In other words we will consider the dual hierarchy as a basic equation. The BBGKY hierarchy can be derived from the dual hierarchy according to (2.29) . In this sense we have a complete agreement with the Heisenberg and the Schrödinger representation in quantum mechanics and quantum field theory where each representation can be obtained from the other one.
Solutions of the dual BBGKY hierarchy
Representations of solutions
Consider the Cauchy problem for the dual BBGKY hierarchy g(t) = g 0 , g 1 (t,
with an initial condition
Hierarchy (3.1) is actually a recursion relation and we can construct solutions of the hierarchy by iteration method, i.e.
where S(t) is the evolution operator defined above (2.11). It is clear that the formal infinitesimal generator of
There exists another representation of the solution g(t) = U D (t)g(0) of the Cauchy problem to the dual BBGKY hierarchy. It follows from the fact that in expression (3.4), integrations with respect to time can be explicitly performed.
Proposition 1. The following operator identity holds
where the operator a + is defined as follows
Proof. In fact, from definition (2.11) and (3.6) we have
Identity (3.5) follows from definitions (3.2) and (3.3) by direct calculations.
Indeed, we have
Equality (3.7) means that
Proposition 2. The following operator equalities hold
Proof. The proof follows directly by the action of the operators in the left-hand side of the first equality on g. We have
In order to prove the first equality (3.9) it is sufficient to prove that
We check this equality by a direct calculation
The second equality (3.9) follows directly from the first one.
Proposition 3. The operator U D (t) has the following representation
Proof. By using equalities (3.9) we can perform the integration with respect to time in series (3.4) explicitly. By induction with respect to n we get
According to definition (3.6) of the operator a + the operator U D (t) defined in (3.11) has the following componentwise form:
Properties of the evolution operator U D (t) of the dual BBGKY hierarchy
We denote by C the Banach space of infinite sequences g = g 0 , g 1 (x 1 ), . . . , g n (x 1 , . . . , x n ), . . . of continuous symmetrical functions g n (x 1 , . . . , x n ) defined on the phase space R νn × R νn of n-particle system with the norm:
In what follows we shall study a system of particles interacting through the shortrange potential φ, which is twice continuously differentiable. Then, from definition (2.11) follows that the one-parameter family of the operators S(t), −∞ < t < ∞, is defined in the space C and forms a strongly continuous isometric group [1, 2] .
The group property of S(t) follows from the group property of X i (t, (x) n ) , i.e.
It follows from the equality
The strong continuity of S(t) follows from the continuity of functions (X) n t, (x) n with respect to the time uniformly on compacta (x) n . Indeed, we have
It is clear that the infinitesimal generator L of the group S(t) exists, it is closed and LS(t) = S(t)L. On the subset C 0 ⊂ C of finite sequences of continuously differentiable functions with compact support the generator L is defined by Poisson bracket (3.2).
The operators a + and e ±a + defined above by (3.6) exist and are bounded in the space C :
g n−1 = g n−1 . 
It means that
where [·, ·] is a commutator, L is defined by (3.2) , or, in componentwise form:
Proof. The operator U D (t) (3.6) is the product of the bounded operators e −a + , S(t), e a + defined in the space C , thus
The group property and the strong continuity of the one-parameter family of operators U D , t ∈ R 1 , follows from the strong continuity property of the group S(t) and the boundedness of the operators e ±a + . Using the group properties of U D (t) = e −a + S(t)e a + and expanding the operators e ±a + into series, we obtain for g ∈ C 0 the following limit in sense of the strong convergence in the space C :
It is easy to prove that the remainder Rg is zero. Indeed, according to (3.8) [L, a + ] = W and according to (3.10) we have [W, a + ] = 0 and thus Rg = 0. Note that for g ∈ C 0 series (3.14) is a sum of a finite number of terms and it is convergent.
Existence theorem
As a consequence of theorem 1 the following existence theorem for the Cauchy problem to the dual BBGKY hierarchy (3.1) in the space C holds Theorem 2. If the potential φ satisfies the conditions formulated above, then the Cauchy problem (3.1) has a unique, global in time solution in the space C g(t) = U D (t)g(0) = e −a + S(t)e a + g(0).
For initial data g(0) ∈ C 0 ⊂ C the solution is a strong one and for arbitrary g(0) ∈ C the solution is a generalized one.
The proof of the existence theorem 2 follows from general results of the semigroup theory [3, 4] . Remark 1. The results obtained above are also true for systems of particles interacting through the pair potential that consists of the potential of hard spheres and of some smooth short-range potential. The detailed rigorous results for the BBGKY hierarchy can be found in the books [1, 2] . Corresponding results for the dual BBGKY hierarchy will be published in a separate paper.
Existence of the averages of quasiobservables 4.1. A representation of quasiobservables
Now we obtain a new representation of the observables that will be useful for proving the existence of the thermodynamic limit for the following functionals
For initial data F (0) ∈ L the sequence F (t) also belongs to L and for g s ∈ C functionals (4. 
Denote by g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n the following expression , x 1 , . . . , x s , x i 1 , . . . , x i n−k )g s (x 1 , . . . , x s ) . (4.2) It is easy to see that expression (4.2) can be transformed under integral sign to the expression (3.12) for g(0) = 0, . . . , g s (x) s , 0, . . . . In this sense they are equivalent.
As it is known, the states F (t) from the space L describe finite systems, i.e. systems with the finite average number of particles. In order to describe states of infinite systems, i.e. systems with the infinite average number of particles, one must consider the initial states F (0) from spaces different from the space L. It is natural to consider the initial data F (0) as some perturbation of the equilibrium states of particle infinite systems.
The equilibrium states of infinite particle systems belong to the space E ξ that consists of sequences of continuous functions defined on the phase space
where ξ > 0, β > 0 are some parameters, which characterize equilibrium states [1] . Thus to describe the nonequilibrium states of infinite particle systems it is necessary to take the initial state F (0) from the space E ξ and consider functionals (4.1)-(4.2) with F (0) ∈ E ξ , i.e. such that
At first sight this is impossible because the function g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n is bounded together with g s (x) s and the functions F s+n 0, (x) s+n are bounded with respect to positions (q) s+n and exponentially decreasing with respect to momenta (p) s+n . Thus, every term with the fixed index k of the sum with the given n in (4.2) diverges.
Nevertheless an arbitrary n-th term of functional (4.2)
exists if the function g s (x 1 , . . . , x s ) has a fixed bounded support with respect to positions (q) s+n for arbitrary momenta (p) s+n , because the function g (s) t, (x) s+n has also a bounded support with respect to positions (q) s+n for arbitrary momenta (p) s+n . Now we proceed to describe the support of g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n in the subspace of configurations (q) s+n and estimate its volume as a function which depends on t and (p) s+n . We need this information in order to prove that series (4.1)-(4.2)
is convergent and, thus, the functional g s , F s (t) has a meaning for F (0) ∈ E ξ .
The interaction region
Consider a system of s + n particles and denote by X the initial phase points (x 1 , . . . , x s ) of the 1-st, . . . , s-th particles, by Y -the initial phase points of the other s + 1-th, . . . , s + n-th particles, and by Z the initial phase points x i 1 , . . . , x i n−k . We will denote particles with initial data X as the s-particles and those with initial data Y -as the n-particles.
Using these denotations, formula (4.2) can be represented as follows
We restrict ourselves to the consideration of the one-dimensional systems of particles. We impose the following conditions on the interaction potential φ:
It follows from (4.7) that the estimate holds
where [R/a] is the integer part of the number R/a. Positions of these particles belong to the set of admissible configurations
Suppose that g s (x 1 , . . . , x s ) has a bounded support D (s) in the configuration space (q 1 , . . . , q s ) for arbitrary momenta (p 1 , . . . , p s ). The domain D (s) consists of intervals D with the length |D| with respect to all q i , i = 1, . . . , s, i.e
This means that g s (x 1 , . . . , x s ) = 0 if at least one q i ⊂ D, i = 1, . . . , s.
We will show that expressions (4.2) for g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n considered as a function of s + n variables have also a certain bounded support Ω s+n (t) in the configuration space (q) s+n for arbitrary fixed momenta (p) s+n and estimate the volume of the region Ω s+n (t) in the configuration space. To do this we will follow the book [1, section 3.4], see also [2] .
We associate with every i-th particle at the instant of time t interval in the configuration space of the length
where p i (τ ), i = 1, . . . , s, s+1, . . . , s+n, are defined from the Hamiltonian equations with arbitrarily fixed initial positions on the admissible configurations and arbitrarily fixed initial momenta. Now we lay aside on the left-and the right-hand side of D the intervals of the length R+ t 0 p i (τ ) dτ , i = 1, . . . , s, s+1, . . . , s+n. The obtained interval we denote by l s+n (t) and its length by |l s+n (t)|.
The following estimate holds
where we denote by |D| the length of the interval D.
It is obvious that momenta p i (τ ) depend on initial positions and momenta. To obtain an estimate for |l s+n (t)| that does not depend on the initial positions we take into account that at the collision time, particles change momenta and between collisions their momenta and positions are determined by the Hamiltonian equations.
From the law of the conservation of the energy
and equality (4.7
one obtains the following estimate
The inequality 2|p i | < p 2 i + 1 and the inequality obtained above yield the desired estimate for the interval l s+n (t)
where p i ≡ p i (0). The obtained estimate does not depend on the initial positions. We can give the following interpretation of estimate (4.9). Let us define the imaginary dynamics of particles in which every particle is associated with an interval of the length 2R + p 2 i + (4b + 1) t with the centre at q i (0) at the instant of time t for arbitrary initial position. If the i-th and j-th particles have interacted, then they are associated with a single interval with the length
which is equal to the sum of the lengths of the intervals associated with i-th and j-th particles that have interacted. If more than two particles have interacted then they are associated again with a single interval the length of which is equal to the sum of the lengths of the intervals associated with all these particles and so on. Now we consider the functions
where (X (s+n−k) ) s t, (x) s , x i 1 , . . . , x i n−k denotes the phase point of the first s particles at time t if subsystem of s + n − k particles was at the phase point (x) s , x i 1 , . . . , x i n−k at the initial time t = 0 and this subsystem evolves during the time interval [0, t] forward t > 0.
The functions g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n (4.2 ′′ ) are different from zero if at least some
. From this fact it follows that (q) s must belong to l s+n (t). Indeed, if (q) s does not belong to l s+n (t) then the s-particles will not be able to get to the interval D during the time interval [0, t] .
Denote by D
−t the domain in the configuration space of the s particles that consists of the points Q s+n t, (x) s+n may be different from zero. Let us divide the infinite interval of configuration variables of each of the n particles into intervals of the length |l s+n (t)| (4.9) and lay them on the left-and right-hand side of interval l s+n (t). Now we start to investigate expression (4.2 ′ ). We show that expression (4.2 ′ ) is equal to zero outside a certain region Ω s+n (t) that is defined as follows.
Denote by L s+n (t) the interval consisting of the interval l s+n (t) and two intervals with the length l s+n (t) (4.9) laid aside on the left-and right-hand side of l s+n (t). The region Ω s+n (t) in the configuration space of the subsystem of s + n particles consisting of the intervals L s+n (t) with respect to each of all n-particles and of the intervals l s+n (t) with respect to each of all s-particles is called the interaction region
The following theorem holds.
Theorem 3. The functions g (s)
s+n t, (x) s+n (4.2 ′ ) are different from zero in the interaction region Ω s+n (t) (4.10).
Proof. We fix positions of s-particles
s+n t, (x) s+n = 0. Consider the n-particle subsystem and assume that at the initial time, one of the n-particles, let us say with number j, is located outside the interval L s+n (t), for example to the right. Since l s+n (t) is the maximum length interval such that the n-particles located within it can interact with each other and with the s-particles, the whole group of particles divides into at least two groups which do not interact with each other during the time interval [0, t] and one of the groups also contains the s-particles. It follows from the fact that it is impossible to cover an interval between the j-th particle and the last one at the right of the s-particle, which are located on l s+n (t), using the intervals associated with the particles.
We denote by Y ′′ the phase points of a subset of the n-particles which do not interact with the s-particles and the rest of the n-particles with phase points Y ′ . Represent the sets X ∪ Y , X ∪ Z as follows
where The above statements are expressed analytically by the formulae
Using last formulae (4.11), we show that expression (4.2) is equal to zero. Indeed expression (4.2) now is reduced to the following one
Let us estimate the volume of the region Ω s+n (t). We denote it by V s+n (t). According to (4.9), (4.10) and taking into account the definition of the interval L s+n (t) one obtains V s+n (t) = l s+n (t) s 3 n l s+n (t) n = 3 n l s+n (t) s+n 3 n C + (C 1 + C 2 t)(n + s) + t and it is obvious that the condition ξ < (γC α ′′ π must be satisfied.
Thus functional g s , F s (t) (4.1) has a meaning for F (0) ∈ E ξ .
The existence of the thermodynamic limit.
Consider the following average where the sequence of correlation functions F Λ (t) is defined by formula F Λ (t) = e a S(−t)e −a F Λ (0) (4.21) and the initial sequence F Λ (0) ∈ L ∩ E ξ . Then it is well known that F Λ (t) ∈ L and functional (4.20) has meaning for g s (x) s ∈ C .
One can repeat all the results from section 4 and prove that series is uniformly convergent with respect to time if t ∈ [0, t 0 [, where t 0 is defined by (4.19). We suppose that the sequence F Λ (0) ∈ L ∩ E ξ converges uniformly on compacta in the thermodynamic limit Λ ր R 1 (l → ∞) to a certain limit sequence F (0) ∈ E ξ 
